BOGNOR REGIS
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Regis
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TOWN CENTRE PUBLIC REALM IMPROVEMENTS
BOARD 1

A distinctive high quality urban environment
providing structure and connectivity between the
train station in the north and the sea front in the south

INTRODUCTION:

This exhibition has been arranged so we
can obtain your views on the conceptual
improvements of publicly owned space in the
town centre; including paving, seating, lighting,
planting etc. collectively referred to in the
following boards as the Public Realm.

Train Station

The town centre has been broken down into
5 separate projects. Each of these projects are
outlined on the following boards accompanied
by a brief that was formed by attendees of a key
stakeholder workshop held at the beginning of
the project.

Station Square
North London
Road Junction

London Road
South London
Road Junction
Arcade

The location of the proposed enhancements is
shown on the plan to the right. The proposals
have been prepared on behalf of Arun District
Council, Bognor Regis Town Council and
West Sussex County Council to show how
the streets and spaces might look following
the implementation of the public realm
improvements.

Place St. Maur

OVERARCHING OBJECTIVES:
 The key pedestrian route between the train station, town and seafront should be strengthened.
 Create opportunities for families to spend longer in the town and chances for play.
 Create a vibrant and attractive centre to the town with space for al fresco eating, seating for shoppers,
markets, high quality concessions and street entertainment.
 Raise the quality of the town centre environment and experience.
 Create a town centre that is distinctive from others, creating an attractive destination that differs from
other local towns.
 Attract more and higher spending customers to the town centre.
 Create a town that is more easily navigated on foot.
 The improvements to Bognor Regis will create a place that people want to visit and that businesses want
to locate to, attracting both local people and visitors to visit, relax and spend money.
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The collection of words on the left
were used by people at the workshop
to describe the character, activities
and features that should be included
once the Bognor Regis public realm
improvements are complete.
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BOGNOR REGIS

TOWN CENTRE PUBLIC REALM IMPROVEMENTS
BOARD 2
PUBLIC REALM MASTERPLAN:

A distinctive high quality urban environment providing
structure and connectivity between the train station in
the north and the sea front in the south

Board 2 demonstrates the overall approach to the public realm
improvements and how the individual projects outlined on
boards 3, 4 and 5 work together to form a joined-up approach to
uses and activity, spaces, materials, furniture and planting.
MOVEMENT

MASTERPLAN

Primary material, natural stone

Primary pedestrian
movement

Secondary material, Silver Grey concrete
block

Other pedestrian
movement
Pedestrian way finding
and signage locations

Gateway space outside train station
access reinforced as primary
entrance to train station

Resin bound surfacing
Adding richness; Bands of higher value material
to express the direction of movement

Further details of this space can be found on Board 3

Primary vehicular
movement

Bench locations

Vehicular movement
over shared surface

Ribbon of light columns

Restricted vehicular access
outside delivery times

A shared surface space to the north of
London Road reinforcing the pedestrian
priority nature of the town centre

Tree locations

Further details of this space can be found on Board 3

Bollards
Pebble seats
Cafe space at top of Bedford Street

Monolith way finding signage locations

Further design exploration will be necessary to
determine the exact nature of this space in line with
future proposals for the Morrisons redevelopment

London Road to be redesigned to provide a pedestrian
friendly, simple and high quality arrangement of
materials and furniture that greatly enhances the street
Further details of this space can be found on Board 4

Narrowed carriageway and
widened footpaths along High
Street pending traffic review

Some aspects of the town centre public realm improvements will be
subject to a traffic review to be undertaken by West Sussex County Council.
The design for the public realm and the outcome of the traffic review will
enable a unified scheme to be delivered while retaining the principles
and qualities proposed on the following boards.

PROPOSED ACTIVITIES AND FUNCTIONS

Possible location for disabled
parking along High Street
pending traffic review
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Further details of this space can be
found on Board 5
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Clearly defined relationship
between London Road and
York Road; providing a
strong link between the town
centre and sea front when
the Arcade shuts at night
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The design shown for Place St. Maur is meant to be a comprehensive and
aspirational approach that provides the town with a public space that is functional
and that it can be proud of. Any progression of the design for this space must
complement and integrate, through a collaborative approach, with the proposal for
the neighbouring development. Further details of this space can be found on Board 5
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Conceptual approach to Place St. Maur;
Flexible and functional active space to create a welcoming
gathering space for local people and visitors
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THE LEGIBLE TOWN;

Create a high quality ribbon of
features that run from the train
station in the north to the sea front
in the south

Secondary material
in Place St. Maur;
indicated as ‘Resin
bound surfacing’ on
the plan above

High quality concrete
block paving surface
in streets and
spaces; indicated as
‘Secondary material,
silver grey concrete
block’ on the plan
above

White acid etched concrete seating
edges in lawn terrace in Place St. Maur

Concrete pebble seats
in Place St. Maur

Appropriate timber seats/
benches in London Road

Carpinus betulus streetwise
in London Road

Ulmus New Horizon
in other locations outside London Road

Rich coloured
Porphyry to provide
high quality/higher
value ‘ribbon’ through
the town; indicated
as ‘Primary material,
natural stone’ on the
plan above

Planters in Station
Square to welcome
visitors

Line of light columns
emphasising the route
through the town

New Monolith style way finding signs
to help direct visitors and provide
information on the town past and present
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TOWN CENTRE PUBLIC REALM IMPROVEMENTS
BOARD 3
STATION SQUARE

New way finding
monolith signage

Emphasise as main entrance
to/from the train station

A distinctive high quality urban environment
providing structure and connectivity between the
train station in the north and the sea front in the south
Artist inspired long bench to contain
the space and act as a powerful
welcoming feature to the town

A flexible space that can be used
for impromptu music/performance

Improved
crossing point
Taxi pick-up/dropoff to help encourage
visitors to exit the
train station via the
‘front door’

X:\JOBS\3472 Bognor Regis\5graphics\Plans_Images\Stage C

Retain trees that
support the structure of
the space, remove trees
that restrict movement
and hide architecture
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Create a northern gateway space into Bognor Regis.

De-clutter.

Improve connections with the rest of the town.

Improve way finding.

Unify street furniture with a coordinated approach.

Encourage visitors to spill out from the train station
into Station Road and make the journey into the town.

Improve crossing points over roads.

Allow for occasional markets, impromptu street
performance and events in ‘Station Square’.

Include a high quality lighting scheme and highlight
architectural gems.

Extend the use of the space into the evenings/make the
space more welcoming in the evenings.
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Individual armchair
seats clustered
below trees

Space for temporary art
installations, exhibition space,
cafe space, occasional markets etc.
High quality Natural stone

Clearly defined
route into town

OBJECTIVES FORMED BY WORKSHOP GROUP

Flexible space providing
opportunity for: occasional
markets, temporary art
installations, café space etc.

Architectural lighting
to key building facades

Architectural lighting to
train station frontage
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Timber

Simple use of
materials consistent
with the rest of the
study area

Resin bonded aggregate

A.
B.
C.

Long bespoke seating
bench (art in itself) to
contain the space and
define its edge

D.
E.
Clearly defined
route into town

F.
G.
H.

Individual ‘armchair’ seats

Artist inspired bench

Space for temporary
installations, occasional
markets and performances

The desired movement
pattern expressed by paving
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NORTH LONDON ROAD JUNCTION

Brick paving

Clearly defined movement and sight lines
Retain Trees that support structure of spa
Remove trees that restrict movement and
hide architecture;
Furniture to not only provide seating etc.
also used to enclose/contain the space.
Simple, multi functional space to allow
for occasional markets and street
performance to welcome visitors.
Encourage further opportunities for café
culture;
Comprehensive signage & interpretation
monolith columns to clearly direct visito
other parts of Bognor Regis; and,
Lighting columns to indicate principal ro
into the town and towards the sea front.

Line of lighting columns create
a distinctive route into the town
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Primary material, higher value/higher quality

Monolith signage and way finding system
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Secondary Material

DRAWIN

Ribbon of light columns

Shared surface treatment
to junction space

© LDA Design Consulting LLP. Quality Assured to BS EN ISO 9001:2008

Activate space and create
north of Bedford Street in line with future
proposals for the Morrisons redevelopment
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New way finding
monolith signage

Train Station
& Station
destination
to the

Morrisons current
location

T

Individual ‘armchair’ seats
clustered beneath trees
helping to activate this corner

Defined taxi pick
up/drop off spaces
Clearly defined
route through town
TO
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Morrisons current
location

Cafe space at top of Bedford
Street; Hatched area indicating
where further design exploration
is necessary to determine the
exact nature of this space in line
with future proposals for the
Morrisons redevelopment

Unified and enhanced shop frontage. General
repair and refurbish buildings lining Station Road



Aspiration to create feature
wall to define gateway to town;
shown here as the wall to ‘The
Railway Pub’ could equally be
on other buildings nearby

Morrisons current
location

NT

Encourage visitors to continue to make the journey into
the town.

Extend the use of the space into the evenings/make the
space more welcoming in the evenings.

Include a gateway feature further east along London Road.

Enhance building frontages.
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De-clutter.

Create a stronger connection between Bedford Street and
the rest of the town/make clear connections with London
Road.

Introduce a more suitable environment for pedestrians.

Improve way finding.


TO

OBJECTIVES FORMED BY WORKSHOP GROUP
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Festoon lighting to animate
the street by night

Living wall to accentuate
gateway into town
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TOWN CENTRE PUBLIC REALM IMPROVEMENTS
BOARD 4
LONDON
ROAD
BETWEEN HIGH STREET AND
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A distinctive high quality urban environment
providing structure and connectivity between the
train station in the north and the sea front in the south

NORTHERN END OF BEDFORD SREET

OBJECTIVES FORMED BY WORKSHOP GROUP
Improved pedestrian signage.

De-clutter the street and introduce a cohesive/coordinated
street furniture palette.

Aim to remove vehicular access completely outside delivery
times (pending traffic flow review) apart from emergency
vehicles.

Activate the street; encouraging people to stay longer;
opportunities for more café/ al-fresco dining etc.

Design in opportunities for seasonal street markets and street
performance, create a distinctive and vibrant street.

Include a high quality lighting scheme which is consistent
along the length of the street and highlight architectural gems
with coloured lighting.

Introduce tree planting that reinforces the street hierarchy.


Bicycle parking confined to
far north and south of street

Benches rotated to allow easy
movement across the street

Simple yet high quality arrangement
of materials and furniture gives an
elegant feel to the street scene

Line of lighting columns create a distinctive
ribbon that connects the town core
Bands of higher value material add richness to
the street and express the connection between
the train station and Place St. Maur

A consistent use of paving materials has the
effect of stitching the town together

Bicycle parking confined to
far north and south of street

An uncomplicated arrangement will provide a flexible and
very usable town centre allowing opportunities for activity,
performance and events focussed on the high quality ribbon that
connects the town from north to south

Rhythm of furniture and trees provide a
strong link through the town

Boundary indicating the central
‘ribbon’ in the London Road project
that would be delivered as part
of the first phase together with
improved signage for the town
space structured to allow occasional markets and
events contained within the high quality ribbon

Light that provides powerful
visual linkages

Architectural lighting
to key building facades

Distinctive street lighting techniques to
animate the street at night
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TOWN CENTRE PUBLIC REALM IMPROVEMENTS
BOARD 5

A distinctive high quality urban environment
providing structure and connectivity between the
train station in the north and the sea front in the south

SOUTH LONDON ROAD JUNCTION
Improve setting of the
Victorian Arcade

Possible location for blue badge car
parking spaces (pending traffic review)

Removal of sun
sculpture

Vehicular Access to London Road
potentially controlled by remote/
radar bollard system
(pending traffic review)

New way finding
monolith signage
Pedestrian
Priority space

Architectural lighting
to key building facades

OBJECTIVES FORMED BY WORKSHOP GROUP
Crucial point for way finding; junction of London Road,
High Street and the Arcade. Form a legible space at this
point to enhance connections between the town and the sea
front.

Create a sense of arrival at this junction location.


De-clutter.

Aim to potentially provide blue badge parking along the
High Street pending traffic review.

Introduce a pedestrian priority environment.

Make the Victorian Arcade the focal point of this space.


Arcade provides visual
link through even when
closed (glazed doors
and well lit internally)

Lighting columns
clearly defining a route
through the town

Lighting proposals
to be integrated into
street furniture

Vehicular access controlled
by remote bollards

creation of a seamless shared
surface public space

CONCEPTUAL APPROACH TO PLACE ST MAUR
New way finding
monolith signage

Concrete pebble seats
provide an alternative
form of seating
and encourage play
opportunities

Raised shared surface
treatment at crossing
point over The
Esplanade

Lawn terrace allows for
views into space and
views towards coast
whilst acting as an
effective wind break

Bands of high quality
porphyry indicate the
direction towards the town
centre and sea front

Lawn slope allows
opportunity for
relaxing

Protection from
prevailing winds

OBJECTIVES FORMED BY WORKSHOP GROUP
Form a stronger connection into town.

Easier and clearer road crossing.

Activate the space (opportunities for café/al-fresco dining).

Extend use of the space into the evening (new lighting and
activities).

Coordinated street furniture.


Fountains provide an
opportunity for play
and animate the space.
Fountains can be turned off
and space drained to create
perfomance/events space

Architectural lighting
to key building facades

Design in the opportunity for events, markets and
performances etc.

Create a southern gateway space into Bognor Regis.

Provide opportunities for play; in particular water play.

Encourage families to stay for longer.

Provide an alternative to the beach that is comfortable in a
range of weather conditions.


Fountains turned off during
evening to provide space
for open-air performance.
(Possible links with the
music, dance and drama
activities associated with the
Regis Centre redevelopment)

Space structured to
allow a minimum of 30
market stalls formally
arranged

Lighting aims to provide
an attractive destination/
gathering space at night
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TOWN CENTRE PUBLIC REALM IMPROVEMENTS
BOARD 6
WHAT HAPPENS NEXT?:

Following consultation all feedback will be collated and the design proposals amended
to reflect the comments made. The revised proposals will be presented to the Project
Group which comprises Member and officer representatives from each of the three
Councils. A formal decision will be made by Arun District Council’s Cabinet in April
2013 to enable the project to proceed to the detailed design stage.

WHEN WILL THE PROJECT BE DELIVERED?:

The funding currently available will enable part of the design proposals to be delivered.
It is planned that the central ‘ribbon’ in the London Road pedestrian precinct would be
delivered first, together with improved signage as these will have the greatest impact
on enhancing the town centre. It is expected that construction work will start at the
end of 2013 and completed spring 2014.

HOW MUCH WILL IT COST? WHERE IS THE MONEY COMING FROM?:

Each of the projects outlined has an estimated delivery cost of £300,000 with
the exception of Place St Maur which would cost approximately £800,000 to be
implemented. At present there is approximately £280,000 of funding available for
the scheme. £100,000 has been received as part of a Section 106 agreement generated
through Sainsbury’s developing the former LEC site and the remaining £180,000 has
been awarded from West Sussex County Council’s Kick-Start funding programme.
Further funding is being sought to enable the remaining areas of the town centre to
be improved.
 This project has been part-funded by the Kick-Start programme.
 Kick-Start is a partnership between West Sussex County Council and all seven District and
Borough Councils to boost the local economy.
 A wide range of projects are all designed to promote growth, maintain and create jobs, and
attract new investment from the private sector.

 Kick-Start will deliver real and sustainable benefits across a variety of sectors from
construction to retail, and business to tourism
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A distinctive high quality urban environment
providing structure and connectivity between the
train station in the north and the sea front in the south

